
NO :51 ÇHEMICAL CONTROL-OF AUSTRALIAN' BRtÍSH. SPECIES

IN RIGi3TS OF WAY

by F. E. Hazlewood+

SUMMARY .. .

Comprehensive field trials employing. 2,4,5 -T
and 2,4 -D for the control of indigenous woody species of
the Eastern Coast and. Tablelands, of Victoria, New South
Wales and Southern Queensland, have established that
these chemicals can provide an economical method of
brush control.

The research results obtained during the last
eight years have been substantiated by commercial spray-
ing operations by the Post- Master General's Department, _

Electricity Authorities and Shire Councils, covering over
19000 miles, of aerial transmission routes.,. .

Two spray applications at approximately 18.
month intervals are normally required to eradicate the
majority of,existing brush. During the period of brush
suppression, grasses and low- ground cover rapidly re-
generate ultimately forming a complete sward.

The almost complete absence of resistant species
capable of rapid regeneration indicates that no major secon-
dary brush problem is likely to result from the use of
these arboricides.

Research work is .proceeding.

1. INTRODUCTION

Following the successful use of 2,4,5 -T and
2 4.-D for right of way maintenance in thé United States
of America and Canada, the need for detailed information
on the relative-arboricidal efficiencies of these chemi-
cals applied to our indigenous species assumed increas-
ing importance.

Union Carbide Australia Limited.
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As basic manufacturers of those chemicals, it was
decided in early 1953 to embark on a five year research
programme in this and other, s Pheres of application.

The pattern of experimental work was based on
overseas experience and since its inception, a total of
37 experiments embracing more than 270 trial plots direct-
ly concerned with right of way maintenance have been
established.

The most significant finding of this experimental
prograp -e was the consistency of 29-40 -T applied as a
foliage spray during all growth stages to a vast number of'
species compared with themuch more selective action of
2,4-D in relation to both species and growth stages under
almost identical conditions.

2. PRACTICAL. COAIDERATIONS

The two major advantages of a chemical brush
control programme are the reduction in brush density due
to the eradication of many-plants and the partial kill and
retardation of subsequent growth following spray appli-
cation. Follow -up sprays are thus less costly in both
labour and chemical requirements; hence comparisons with
alternative techniques should be made over a period of
five or more years on the basis of cost for effect.

The economy or any spray programme is largely
reflected in the planning prior to and after implementation
and, to a lesser extent, in the supervisión of field
operations and the periodical assessment of results.

A complete understanding of the costs of
alternative techniques materially assists in determining
the practical growth height which can be economically
sprayed.

Choice of equipment and thé number of personnel
requiïed' for satisfactory operation are largely governed
by the following:

(a) Total area to be maintained.

(b) Average density of growth.

(c) Type of terrain and accessibility to vehicles.



'(d). :Distance between, water paints.,

(e) Proximity to horticultural crops.

Areas ..of , dense seedling, coptice and bramble
growth ,can only.be satisfactorii.y. handled by overall
foliage techniques .while sparse , growth: or.:.encroachment.
problems; are -normally suited -. to cut stump, frill or,
basal.applicati.on. .An.example of the type.of equipment
required for the spraying of large, areas with a minimum
width of.20' is listed below°-

.

(a) ÀA prime mover éithér tractòr or four wheel
drive truck.

(b) High pressure pump . capable of 12. GPM ..at up
to 500 p. s. i.

(c) P..T.0. drive or independent motor.. for pump.

(d) Spray tank.. (baffled) .minimum capacity 250. *gal.
trailed or mounted on truck.

(e) Two braided extension hoses 60' -80' with trigger
cut-off valves and adjustable nozzles.

(f) -Water feeder unit and_. high volume transfer
pump. where ,

insufficient water is carried 'for
daily operations.

Commercial spraying operations have shown that
a four man team is generally required to operate this .

type of unit on narrow rights of way where an almost
continuous forward movement is necessary.

Wider areas where the unit is moved less fre-
quently,' can be effectively treated by a smaller team
provided extension hose lengths are not excessive for
the terrain encountered. Where small spray tanks are
employed, one man is required to maintain water supplies
for the spraying team.

Rates of progress will vary widely-dependent
on local conditions, however, with average brush density
3' -6' high 12 acres per hour or 1.25 chain miles per
seven hours of operation can be achieved.
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Spray mixture requirements for the day under these
conditions would be'apprOximately 1,600 gallons or 150
gallons /acre.

As a guide to the amount of spray mixture re-
quired for a given area of brush, the following yard
stick has been compiled from large scale research plots,
and commercial spraying operations. An acre of dense
brush 3' -4' high requires approximately 200 gallons to
achieve th ough leaf and stem coverage to the point of
incipient run off. Where brush is taller, a correspond-
ing increase in volumes /acre will be required. Reductions
in brush density require proportionally less volumes /acre.

3. CHEMICAL CONCENTRATIONS

Last but not least in importance, is the selection
of the concentration of the spray mixture. Species of high
susceptibility are readily killed by low concentrations of
active ingredient. However, these threshold spray mixtures
tend to act as chemical mowers only for all other species,
The degree of top kill under 'these circumstances appears to
be directly related to' species susceptibility.

During "dormancy" plant reaction is considerably
slower than at all other growth stages, while low concen-
trations are less effective. No loss of effectiveness has
been observed from the use of 0,.4% w/v A.E. spray mixtures
of 2,4,5-T during this period under a wide range ` of con-
ditions.

It has been consistently shown that applications
of 0.4% w/v A.E. 2,4,5 -T spray mixture will achieve ahigh-
er percentage kill of mixed brush species than lower con-
centrations.

Commercially, three major factors primarily,
determine the most economical concentration to employ,
viz.

1 . The ratio of chemical to total cost per unit
area.

2. Height of growth.

3. Cost of alternative technique for areas where
growth height is considered beyond economical
limits.



::Australian arid-overseas commercial operations
show,. that the ratio ;`.of-_ chemical , to total _cos b is approx-
inat,ely 1 /3;when.taken ;over :largo: areas of mixed. brush
density. Localvf-igures,.for::initial; sprayingg.: costs
covering approximately 40 miles vary from £6 -£8- per. -r,
acre for 0.2% and £8 -£10 per acre for 0.4% w/v A.E.
2,45-T.

Where a 50°x: reduetiöm in; brush:;deñsity) ís
achieved from . initial .spraying:,.respraying, -costs approx
:imately. 18; months- later will -be, slightly, more than half.:.
Thús it_ can'. be- :seen that_; at , the, end bf- 3- years the_ -cost

of maintenanc,e:. i-s :a ,fract:ion::of the origin 1.

Under~.some._ conditions., ini- tial:-spraying costs-,;
have been -equal- too-. or-_,:less than those; of_ hand brushing...,
Where :the.se -circumstä- nces-.::exist -, :there.:is ,less ,ñeed.;to,
consider the optimum height of growth though a combUla-:
tion of techniques for growth above 10f-121 may be
desirable.

No two brush problems, :are alike
can be all classified into 3 main groups:

. ho,wéver-9 `the3r

(a) Areas mostly accessible to vehicles'.f

(b)- Areas totally inaccessible to vehicles.

(c) Right of way verges, e.g.. roads, railways, etc.

Accessibility is highly importarit`fdr large
scale operations:, Where Yacc.ess' can be- -improved by widen-
ing, existing tracks- ,or, cutting- new- one_s, - ,the'advantages,
of ;such .action should be ,

considered dur- ng the, planning
stages.

Having planned the sequence of Operations,- the
next .step: 'is one , óf, -field :supervision -.' Records : of chemi-
cal 'consumption, water-

.
requirements --and ra -te$ óf :prógr.e -s,s

on a daily basis should 'be . thade .. -in . á . log book -by 'the

foreman of the spray team. A duplicate copy of this
information facilitates accurate -cóstng..and : próvide;s a
basis. for comparison of results,' techniques,' new equip-
ment,.. etc. vital to.. the supervising.,.officerwhen plan-
ning respray; programmes or. -new .pro j.ects,.'. .

r;



The optimum : riod of o-)a ration of thQ spray
unit should be established as soon as the spray team has
becomé p 'oficient' Where long distances 'have to be travel -
led daily,to and from the location,' costs will be invari-
ably higher.' The relatively' small charge' of travelling:.
time in one direction will 'often'appreciably'_reduce the
unit area costs. :

5. EQUIPMENT REFINEMENTS

:` Op1T`a'tibnal efficiéncies can bè increased by the
installation of anc ill iary equipment such: as , centrally fed
hose winding reels adjustable jibs for' hose protection' and
_greater manouvreabil.ity .bye the operator, a' low- pressure. line
with separate reliéf .valve (locked''at' the required "setting)
for use with small booms, fixed jets or in areas -in`proxi-
mity to`horti'cültüral` crops. This latter appplication
assumes cons"ideráblè itriportance in many localities and
assures, that when low 'pressures are used', spray drift is
minimised.

With good equipment and a. well balanced team'
operator fatigue is negligible. .However, the following
should beYavoided where possible.

1. Long heavy, hoses

2. Heavy And unbalanced hand pieces.

3.. Continuous low pressures and throughputs.

NOZZLE PERFORMANCE

"Present: commerçiaL'practice aims at .nozzle press-
ures of .20Q -250 -p. s. i..with a' throughput of 3.5 -5 g.p.m.
Where these performànées are maintained them is less like-
lihood of shadow effects and poor coverage than when lower
pressures are Used.

Small one tan units can, be óperated with equal
efficiency `provided that the equipment !is capable. of simi-
lar performances to those outlined above.

7. CHEMICAL AND FORMULATION:

Formulated esters.'of 20495 -T and. 294 -D .can be.
used under a wider range of weather conditions than most
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other forms,. cònsequently..they : are'used almost universally,
for. overall.foliage techniques..

These esters are currently available .in Austra-
lia -_yin two. categories, ,viz. M :volatile, e. g-., butyl and

ethyl
(2) low - volatile, e.g..octyl

and butoxyethanol

The _volatile esters usually have. a.slight'cost ._

advantage-.over low-volatile. and. consequently are.more
widely used.,' .. 'However,' they are totally unsuitable for_
use in proximity to susceptible crops due to the .small`
amount of vapour arising from sprayed growth. The move-
ment, of this .vapour is,-beyond the control Of spray
operators and -is readily carried .considerable- distances
by. air currnts. Consequently this.represents a hazard
to commercial, and ornamental plants. and should be
avoided.

.

The low- volatile esters have-been-developed
specifically for conditions such as these and'it is
incumbent on spray teams, to take all possible precaution -
ary measures. This includes the prevention of .spray
drift ,and. if necessary, the .use .of non- volatile amines
which can be applied to the cut surfaces And stump
remains.

The recording of weather`conditions and tech-
niques employed under these, circumstances 'can b.e.valu-
able evidence in the event of claims for,damages being
filed.

Generally speaking, there is no significant
herbicidal difference between currently available
formulations.

. However,, it is of utmost importance . .

that, spray mixtures : once prepared in the tank are
readily redispersible by agitation after standing.
Where hard or brackish water is the only source
available, initial tests to determine emulsion stability
and re- dispersibility' are recommended.

incorporation of additional oil phase to .
improve the wetting and spreading properties of emulsion
spray mixtures has been partially investigated for both
high and low volume spraying. Such oil phase has been
in the. form of emulsifiable diesel distillate (10% by
volume) and 'varying ratios .'of. diesel. distillate 'alone,
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emulsified with the active ingredient and subsequently
homogenised by the shearing action of both pump and high
pressure jets.

Increased herbicidal efficiency has generally
resulted though the reason for this is not fully understood.

Cost -wise, the use of emulsifiable oils for high
volume application is of doubtful value while it is gener-
ally.unnecessary to use these emulsified oils-for low vol-
ume spraying. This latter aspect is associated' with the
ability of the chemical formulation to-emulsify additional
oil phase.

The preparation of these spray mixtures should not
be attempted without a first hand knowledge of the perform-
ance of the formulation in hard and soft water, the compati-
bility with the oil phase to be added, and the sequence of
mixing.

8. ALTERNATIVE EQUIPMENT

A most promising .piece of equipment for large and
small scale spraying operations under conditions of low air
movement and good accessibility is the boom jet nozzle.
Though not finally evaluated in the field, its performance
to date merits its inclusion.

This equipment is extremely versatile and can be
used'to apply volumes of 6 -30 g.p.a. dependent on`land speed
and pump pressure. When it is necessary to spray narrow
verges one or more of the 3 nozzles can be used as reä
quired.

A predetermined volume of spray
applied witha governed vehicle speed and
Having determined the required volute per
responding amount of active ingredient -1:s
tank.-

mixture can be
constant pressure.
acre the cor,.
added to the 'spray

Experimental work to date. has employed-.4.lb.
2,4,5 -T A.E. per acre in 12 gals. using concentrate, oil,
water spray :mixtures

. of the following ratio 1-3-20.

Effective swath width can best be determined by
one or more trial runs'under the prevailing conditions and
as this is frequently 4 of thé theoretical performance, it
must be taken into consideration when calculating the
concentration of the spray tank.
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Rates of progress are up to 5 times that of
cot. ?entional high pressure high..volume techniques where
11 acres per hour per 4 man team is considered satis-
factory.'.,

Travellingat,2 m.p.h. applying 12 61 /acre
over a 30' swath a' 250, gal. spray tank-can cover 21
acres in 3 hours before the-tank-needs refilling..
Apart,f.rom,preparing,spray mixture, this equipment
'can be o.perated by one than:, .

Of necessity, growth' height
should-not interfere with the 'forriation . of the spray
pattern otherwise incomplete coverage will result..

The' limitations of this- equipment lie solely
in the need for relatively still air conditions and -

right of way accessibility, thus for general spraying
purposes', it can best be incorporated on a high.pressure
unit and used when conditions are favourable. For small
areas or, specific. problems this equipment has many
advantages.

9. ALTERNATIVE TECHNI UESs

(a) Frill or ÇutStum,

Tall growth beyond the limits of economical
foliage spraying

. can be effectively treated by the
application of small volumes (1-3 fl. o:z.. per tree) of
1% -4% w/v A.E. solutions, of 2,4,5 -T or 2,4 -D in diesel
distillate.

Where standing dead timber can be tolerated,
trees of greater diameter than 4 " -6" can be treated by
the frill technique.

.
This :consists of a. series of

overlapping cuts in the, trunk as low to the ground as
practicable. The purpose of these cuts is to allow the.'
application of spray'solttion direct tothe growing
inner bark and cambium layers, Cuts penetrating deeper
than this are undesirable as they generally result in
rapid crown defoliation,

The spray solution must be applied, to the
entire: frill otherwise a partial' kill only will result.
In practice, it'is preferable to apply the spray solu-
tion onto the bole immediately above the f rill,as un-
sprayed area can be readily detected,
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For small diameter trees or saplings, the cut
stump technique is preferable and considerably faster.
Where possible the stem should be felled with 3 or more
axe cuts as low to the ground as practicable and the cut
surfaces and stump remains sprayed with chemical solution.

(b)' Basal Bark Application -''

Small stems 1"-3" diameter or Multiple stems
arising from a common root collar zone can be effectively
treated by applying spray solution to the lower 6" of stem
to ground level. The size of the tree which can be .treat-
ed in this manner varies with the type of bark and the
ability of the spray solution to penetrate to the growing
layers.

10. LOW VOLUME KNAPSACK APPLICATION

All three of the above techniques offer a prác -.
tical solution to the maintenance of inaccessible areas.
Rights of way containing sparse growth either naturally
or following two or more successive foliage, sprayings,
are more economically treated by these methods particu-
larly when this operation is combined with other routine
inspections.

The volumes of spray solution required are small
and are most conveniently carried and dispensed with knap-
sack equipment. The density and size of growth determines
the volume of spray solution required per unit area. As a
guide one gallon is sufficient to treat 100 -150 small stems
up to 4" diameter.

The cost of treatment employing one or more of
these techniques is largely associated with accessibility
and the time required to treat a given area. Chemical
cost can be calculated at less than 1 d. per fl. ounce for
4% w/v A.E. solutions of 2,4,5-T where bulk purchasing of
materials is practised.

The ability of the operator to dispense small
volumes of spray solution without undue wastage is large-
ly dependent on the efficiency of the equipment employed.
However, where operators have a tendency to overspray,
consideration should be given to the advantages of re-
ducing the spray concentration proportionally. Under
these conditions chemical costs remain almost constant
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while the area covered with one tank full is approximate-
ly halved. .

Initial clearing .operations f or. proposed rights
of way lend themselves to stump treatment at the . time of
felling. However, much will depend on the prevailing .
conditions as to whether this is economical..

Clearing of heavily timbered areas is frequent-
ly followed by rapid regeneration of dormant lignotubers
and seedlings which together with coppice shoots from
stump remains, can :be most economically controlled by
overall foliage, application, Under these conditions
stump treatment is not recommended.

11. :THE EFFECT OF FIRE:

. Fire following espray application .almost. com-
pletely eliminates residual effects-of the .chennicalè
However, lowregrowth (up:to 2'1_f.oilowing sévere burns.
appears to be far. more susceptible to foliage spraying
with 2 94.95 -T :than unfired coppice growth.

12. ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

Ecological studies are of necessity a long term
project, nevertheless, the.immediate and future potential
changes of flora must be given some consideration by-all -
Who choose to selectively eliminate certain plant species
f et : their..environment.

Rights of.way are frequently mereribbons
surrounded by natural forest where a large group of
plants grows in a flexible state of equilibrium. It
is under these circumstances that the regeneration of a
secondary brush problem is most likely 'to occur. Numer-
ous seedlings of many dominant .species will be found in-
vading cleared rights of way =less sufficient ground
cover has regenerated to suppress germination to a
minimum.

Where the rate of growth of grasses, etc.,
is inadequate the sowing of seeds between spraying
operations will supplement natural regeneration.

Three trial plots are being kept under close
observation and to date (six and three years after
initial spraying), to undesirable regeneration of
vigorous woody species has developed.
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13, DISCUSSION

The acceptance of chemical brush control tech-
niques employing 2,4,5 -T for commercial use indicates the
versatility of this synthetic plant hormone, when applied
at the rates discussed. Though the variability of species
reaction is considerable as indicated in Appendix I9 only
a minority of plants of sparse_ distribution are relatively
unaffected.

This situation is fortuitous as the need to adjust
spray concentrations or introduce new chemicals during the
initial stages is eliminated.

Where these relatively resistant plants occur,
their presence and density become apparent following the
second application and the control or eradication of this
group is handled by "mopping up" teams. Higher concentra-
tions of 2,415-T as oil solutions are more effective for
this operation, 'p'articùlarly when applied to the root
collar zone. In instances where complete resistance to
2,475-T is observed, the substitution of 2,4 -D is
indicated.

The employment of other chemicals or mechanical
eradication can be used where'2,+,5-T or 2,4 -D are,in-
effective.

The cost of total eradication under commercial
conditions cannot always be tolerated and it may be found
that adequate control by periodic routine spraying is the
most economical solution.

.
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APPENDIX I

The following list constitutes the dominant
spe ies encountered' in trial plots and coinmerciallÿ'
sprayed areas in New South Wales. No attempt has been
made to compile a comprehensive list of easement or
right -of -way flora.

.The relative' süsceptibilities are based on one
or more foliage applications to established seedling or
coppice growth 4' -10' high. Application of chemical. by
frill or cut stump techniques generally increases the
susceptibility rating. ,.

VS = very susceptible MS = moderately susceptible

R = resistant SS = slightly susceptible

+ = no susceptibility rating alloted to date. Commer-
cial spraying killed to ground level.

= application during dormant seasons considerably
enhances control.

++ = insufficient data available though apparently
resistant to 29495 -T.

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO 2,495 -T

Eucalyptus gummifera ..Bloodwood VS

intermedia Pink Bloodwood MS

eximia Yellow Bloodwood +

" maculata. . Spotted Gum VS,

" nowraensis Nowra Grey or VS
Spotted Gum

grandis Toolur +

saligna Sydney Blue Gum MS

botryoides . Bangalay +

robusta Swamp Mahogany SS
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BOTANICAL NAME
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COMMON NAME

Eucalyptus resinifera .: -Red MáYiógañy . .:

1t pellita Large.Frùitéd
Red Mahogany

SUSCEPTIBILITY

SS

" propinqua Small Fruited
Grey Gum

r' punctata Grey Gum

" longif ol ia Woollybutt

Ó1 unbéllata Forest Red Gum

" a:mplifolia Cabbage Gum

seeana` Narrow Leaved
Cabbage Gum

91 ovata Swamp Gum

camphora.. Broad Leaved
Sally.

angophoroides Apple Topped Gum

" maideni Maiden's Gum

goniocalyx Spotted Mountain
Gum-

smithii
.

Blackbutt Pepper- +

Mint

viminalis Ribbon Gum +

" pilularis Blackbutt VS

" umbra Bastard Mahogany MS

carnea Thick Leaved +

Mahogany

triantha White Mahogany

MS

MS

MS
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-BOTANICAL- NAME
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COMMON NAME SUSCEPTIBILITY

Eucalyptus microcorys. Tallow Wood . 11S

" wilkinsonianá Small Leaved VS
.: S.tringybariz

" macrorrhyncha Red Stringybark +

" capitellata Brown Stringÿbark MS

" globoidea, Round Fruited_. ; +
Stringybark

" scabra White Stringybark +

" óbliqua bTessma.te MS

fastigiata Cut-tail. +

" sieberiana Mountain Ash MS

" virgata Yellow-top Ash MS

" fraxinoides White Ash ; +

" stricta Blue Mountain, MS
Malice

" lindleyana River Peppermint MS

" robertsoni Robertson's .+
Peppermint

piperita Sydney Peppermint MS

: haemastoma Scribbly Gum MS .

micrantha Snappy Gum MS

viridis Green Malice Box SS

" pilligaensis Narrow Leaved Box- MS .

bosistoana Bosisto's Box +

populifolia Bimble Box MS
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BOTANICAL NAME
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-COMMON NAME SUSCEPTIBILI
TO2e -T

Eucalyptus racemosa- ' Narrow Leaved MS
Ironbark

" nubilis -Dusky Leaved MS
Ironbark

" siderophlóia Broad Leaved. MS
Ironbark ..

" paniculata -Grey,Ironbark- MS

" sideroxylon Mugga. MS

Acacia binervata Two Veined VS
Hickory

cunninghamt Curracabah VS

" dealbata Silver Wattle VS

decurrens _ =Black_ Wattle VS

11 discolor '
VS

" falcata VS

mollissima

nyrtif ol iä

spectabilis

sauvoolens

Green Wattle VS

VS

VS

VS

Angophora cordiforMis Dwarf Apple' MS to SS

costata Sydney Red Gum. MS t6 SS

" floribunda 'MS to SS

Banksia asplenifoliá

ericifolia

MS

VS



.BOTANICAL

Bariksia :

Busaria

Callitris

Casuarina

n

n

11

Cytisus

Dodonea

(CO-fTTa )

NAME

integrifolia

marginata

paludosa

serrata

spinulosa

spinosa

glauca

distyla

littoralis

luehmuanni

torulosa

scoparius

triquetra

5 -1%

COMMON NAME SUSÇEPTIBILITY
177747717----

VS

MS

Glochidion spp,

Hakea

It

o

11

n

Lantana

acicularis

dactyloidos

gibbosa

saligna

teretifolia

Camara

Leptospermum
aracnoides

I

attenuatum

Blaçkthorn

Cypress Pine'

Black She Oak

Bull Oak

Forest Oak

MS

MS.

MS

-H-

VS

VS

VS

VS

Broom VS

Hop Bush VS

++

Needle Bush VS

MS

Hairy Needle Bush VS

VS.

VS

Lantana (2,4 -D MS
amine for kill)

Tea Tree

Tea Tree, MS
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'BOTANICAL NAME

Leptospermum brevipes

flavescens

2 juniperinum

Melaleuc.a leucadendron

N

linariif olia

decora

hypericif olia

Persoonia cornifolia

11

Syncarpia

Tristania

It

laevis

lanceolata

glomulif era

conf erta

laurina .

sauveolens

, Viminaria sppo

rl ® 1$

COMMON ME SUSCEPTIBILITY
'22-4,11115=17-7

Tea Tree

Tea Tree

Tea Tree

Paper Bark
Tea Tree

Paper Bark
Tea Tree

Paper Bark
Tea Tree

Gee Bung

Gee Bung

Gee Bung

Turpentine

Brush Box

Water Gum

Swamp Box

Bush Broom

MS

MS

MS

SS

MS

MS

MS

+

SS to R

SS to R

MSQf

MSsó

MS0

MS0

VS
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APPENDIX II

List of. Predominant S ecies in P.M.G.' Trial Spraying

Spicers Ga_ Areag Queensland

No susceptibility ratings have been allotted these species
to date.

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME

Eucalyptus maculata: Spotted Gum

" tereticornis. Forest Red Gum

hemiphloia Gum Topped Box

intermedia Pink Bloodwood

" triantha White Mahogany

melliodora Yellow Box

microcorys Tallow Wood

" major Grey Gum

wilkinsoniana Stringybark

saligna Sydney Blue Gum

" grandis Flooded Gum

" tesselaris Moreton Bay Ash

Angophora subvelutina Apple

costata Sydney Red Gum

Casuarina torulosa Red. She Oak

Tristania conferta Brush Box

Melia dubia White Cedar

Alphitonia excelsa Red Ash

Laportia gigas Gympie.Gympie
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BOTANICAL NAME

liomalant'ZUS populif olius

Pittöspòrúm rhombifolium

Rubus species

Passiflora species

Smilax species

Ailanthus- species.'

Cedrela . toona

Grevillea : robusta J:

COMMON NAME

Native Poplar

Tree of Heaven

Red .Cedar.

Silky- Oak


